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The exhibit

• includes ca. 44 objects.

• is designed in four sections:

– Introduction

– Evocation

– Genocide

– Surviving.



Section I: Introduction

This section introduces the artist as a whole person, fully conscious 

of what happened to him when he was a child, and of the connection 

between violence and colonization.



“Mush Howl”
(1)



Installation shot



Nothing Left But the Husk (2)



A Legend in His own Eyes



Scream Too (4)



Aboriginal Scream 
(5)



Section 2: Evocation

This section evokes memory through a large mural that “reads” from 

right to left, and also through a video kiosk in which loops a 37 minute 

video documentary about the artist and this exhibit, filmed by the curator.



Gary in a 
Hole (7)



“To Show You Were 
There” (8)



“Dismembered Memory Wampum Belt”

This artwork consists of twelve seperate paintings that are strung 
together in a sequence – modeled on the idea of the Hiawatha belt.



“Dismembered Memory Wampum Belt” (9-11)



“Dismembered Memory Wampum Belt” (installation 
shot – objects 10-16)



“Dismembered Memory Wampum Belt” (installation 
shot, objects 12-18 )



“Dismembered Memory Wampum Belt” (installation 
shot, objects 16-20)



Section III: Genocide

This section takes the viewer further into Miller’s memory, into the night-time 

of extreme loneliness, fear, loathing, and sexual predation that constituted 

the lived environment of the Mush Hole.  These are expressions from the 

inside of the artist’s mind, both verbal and visual. 



“What Was in the Mush” (21)



“Christian Service” (22)



“Erasure” (23)



“Untitled Collage I” & “Ribbon Shirt” (25, 24)  



“Ribbon Shirt” (24)



“Untitled Collage II” & “Holey Bliss” (26, 28)



“Holey Bliss” (28)



(27)



“Holocausts Target Children Especially” (29)



“Still There” (30)



“Better Dead Than Red” (31)



“From the Inside Out” (32)



Section IV: Surviving

This section includes portraits and landscapes by Miller that 

demonstrate his survival adaptation as an artist.  As such, the 

inclusion of different works in this section may change during the 

course of the tour.  It is also very important that this section include 

some kind of semi-enclosed place, where people may pause after 

coming through the other three sections.  It should minimally include 

chairs, sweetgrass and sage for smudging, along with matches and 

tray, tissues, lists of contact info for crisis lines.  Ideally this section 

should also include writing and drawing paper, pens or pencils, and a 

large covered container for visitors to express their response to the 

exhibit.  If possible, a counselor should be on hand to assist any 

visitors who experience strong emotional triggering .



installation shot, section IV: Surviving.  Safe Space (33-35)



installation shot, section IV: “Surviving” (36, 37, 39, 40)



“War Canoe” (41)


